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Safety First
CONTACTLESS REMOTE DROP KITS 


During these unprecedented times, protecting the safety 
of our talent and crews remains our utmost priority.   
With CDC guidelines and social distancing procedures 
in place, we  have developed remote and contactless 
solution to filming, with easy to use, high production 
value camera and lighting packages for talent to self 
tape in their homes.  


The setup includes virtual conferencing for remote 
supervision and direction, complete with teleprompter, 
and a makeup touch up kit to help talent look and 
sound their best. 


A copy of our COVID-19 Safety Guidelines will be 
provided upon request, and adapted as additional 
requirements and guidance becomes available. 
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Think outside the box. 

Check out the NUCONTEXT Remote Shoot experience. 

PLAY

Since March 2020, we have successfully completed 

over 100 shoots. 


 With this experience comes an unrivaled fully customizable camera package 
system that has been perfected time after time to make it as stable as possible for 
you and your talent.  Easy to use and position to our specifications by talent, we 

can achieve studio quality footage capture - all completely contactless. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/uxj69afd21g13g3/BTS_VirtualShoots.mov?dl=0
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Field Tested.  
Celebrity & CEO approved. 

Steve Martin

Martin Short

Tom Brady


Elisabeth Moss

Ramy Youssef 


Tony Hale 

Anthony Anderson 


Yara Shahidi 

The RZA of WuTang Clan 


Chloe + Halle 

Lamorne Morris


The cast of Black-ish

The cast of Grown-ish


and many more …  

David Taylor 
CEO, Procter and Gamble


Carter Roberts 
CEO, World Wildlife Fund 

John Landgraf 
Chairman, FX & FX Productions


Kelly Campbell 
President, Hulu


Karey Burke 
President, ABC


Courteney Monroe 
President, Nat Geo 


Tara Duncan 
President, Freeform 


Connor Schell,  
SVP & EP, ESPN  

Kenny Ortega

Alan Ferguson 


Celebrities Selected Executives Directors
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Trusted by
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Contactless delivery process 
Our #1 priority is the safety of our crew and talent.  

Delivery of our drop kits is completely contactless.  We use trusted 
Assistant Camera crew members or DP’s to deliver - NOT a courier or 
delivery service. They will be directed by NUCONTEXT to adhere to the strict 
guidelines for sanitizing and procedures below.   

STEP 1 Gear is stored and sanitized on site at secure NUCONTEXT 
production office 


Delivery person temperature is checked and cleared upon arrival,  
and wears fresh mask and gloves at all times throughout the 
process. 


NUCONTEXT producer contacts talent to let them know the gear 
is on the way and gives approx ETA.  

STEP 2

STEP 3

Drop Kit
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Delivery person arrives at talent location.  Gear is sanitized outside of talent 
home (driveway/street).  


Sanitized gear is left on talent doorstep.   Delivery tech returns to their 
vehicle, calls NUCONTEXT Producer to let them know the drop has been 
made,  and remains in their vehicle throughout the filming process. 


NUCONTEXT producer contacts talent via phone to let them know gear is 
on their doorstep.  A one time use sanitizing kit + gloves will be provided to 
talent if they want to sanitize anything (for their own re-assurance)


Once filming is completed, talent leaves gear on doorstep and calls 
NUCONTEXT producer, who then lets Delivery person know to collect the 
gear from talent doorstep. 


Delivery person collects gear, sanitizes all equipment,  and puts gear back 
into their vehicle.  

STEP 5

STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 8

STEP 4
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Easy as One, Two, Three… 
Our kits are built with ease in mind. We know that dropping 
off a camera and lights is already more of an ask for talent 
than they are used to. Everything needs to be easy as 
One, Two, Three (+ 3).   


1. The drop happens by a skilled Assistant Camera person 
outside their door


2. They place camera and lights following our printed 
schematics.


3. Plug in camera rig and lights to nearest wall outlet.


4. Plug in camera cable to laptop


5. Fire up the laptop and connect to their in house WIFI. 


6. Voila! This is where we can take over control of the 
provided laptop, get talent up on zoom with the rest of the 
group,  fix brightness/colors remotely with the lighting and 
start filming. 

H. Light

V. Light

Talent

Camera

Laptop

Schematics will be based on each 
shoot/setup
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Monitor your 
shoot virtually
Our cameras are connected to Zoom media 
conference via the computer included in the 
package. NUCONTEXT invites participants who 
will monitor and supervise the video + audio feed 
from the camera in real time. 


Footage is captured LOG. The monitor at our 
NUCONTEXT HQ is color corrected to our 
cameras so what we see on our screen is an 
accurate representation of  what is being 
recorded.


Zoom is now fully encrypted and secure! 

CAM #1

NUCONTEXT Client
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Our kits include Z-Cam cameras that records 4K or 6K 
ProRes 422 HQ (Z-log).


With our custom backend, our Technical Director and 
Virtual DP have 100% remote control of all camera 
functions including: 


• Exposure & White balance


• Focus (limited to EF lenses)


• Pan and Tilt 

Camera & 
Picture Quality

6K

Chloe+Halle Black is King promo for Freeform. 
Shot using our Drop Kit (talent set it up themselves)

PLAY

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tdrftothzg59pc3/AAAghtPJ_X9kVluJIdu0U4xca/Social/P00788_SYN_DisneyPlus_BlackisKing_Custom_VN-00064469_60.mp4?dl=0
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Example Spots

1 camera shoot  / 6k with teleprompter.   
9 talent filmed over the course of 3 days - 

all 100% contactless. 

Grown-ish Marathon
Remote Music video shot with talent in 3 
different states + Canada.  Directed by 

Kenny Ortega.  This is a tease for the full 
length video that is airing soon.

Julie And The PhantomsChloe+Halle Black is King
2 camera shoot inside talent home.  Full 

contactless and camera + lights 100%  remote 
controlled.  We brought in props and helped 

talent setup camera and art direct room.  

     PLAY      PLAY      PLAY

Additional spots can be sent upon request. 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tdrftothzg59pc3/AAAghtPJ_X9kVluJIdu0U4xca/Social/P00788_SYN_DisneyPlus_BlackisKing_Custom_VN-00064469_60.mp4?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7C80rBn-L0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slYAe5BnqP0&feature=emb_logo
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Beauty Example

Shot fully virtual with our Z-Cam kit.
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Docu Example

Shot virtually with DP only on site, using our Z-Cam kit.
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OUR GEAR
The following 
kits are fully 

customizable on 
request.
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Cameras
We use Z-Cam that is a small and light 6K cinema 
camera, giving you a 10-bit color image and up to 15 
stops of dynamic range. Skin tones are stunning!


We record straight to a SSD card (locally) with ProRes 
422 HQ using the cameras Z-log color space. We apply a 
V709 LUT, that will give you a more accurate looking 
picture when monitoring and from there a colorist can 
take the image even further in a color correct (we always 
recommend a color correct even though the image will 
already look good with the applied lut)


The cameras can also record up to 60fps in 6K and 
120fps in 4K.


We control ALL camera settings virtually and if EF lenses 
are used (default for our packages) we can also pull 
focus virtually. Other mounts are available upon request 
(see Lens Mounts page).

Available Cameras
Z-Cam F6 (Fullframe 6K camera)

Z-Cam S6 (Super35 6K camera)

Z-Cam M4 (MFT 4K camera)

http://www.z-cam.com
You can find more information about the camera on their website.

6K
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Teleprompter
Our Teleprompter can be used as both a 
prompter and as an Interrotron. 
Teleprompter is controlled virtually so talent 
can focus on their performant.


You can use any of our Cinema cameras on 
the Teleprompter setup. 


We do NOT recommend using lenses 
without AF since the lens is not exposed for 
talent to manual adjust focus and aperture.


Package is light and easy to carry up any 
steps or thresholds talent might encounter 
in their home.


Comes on wheels so it’s easy for talent to 
move around without lifting the gear.


Plug and Play. Just connect the camera to 
the outlet and it will turn on it self ready for 
us to remote control. (make sure cables are 
also plugged in to laptop and that laptop is 
connected to WIFI)
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Remote Pan / Tilt
We offer compact Remote Pan/Tilt tripods that 
allows us to control them remotely. It is not 
recommended to use the Pan / Tilt while recording 
since there could be a stutter and the start 
motion / end motion can be very abrupt. We use 
the Pan / Tilt to set our frame remotely while talent 
can be seated in there position.


The Teleprompter can not be used with the 
automatic Pan / Tilt package.


FEATURES 

• Package is light and easy to carry up any steps 
or thresholds talent might encounter in their 
home.


• Comes on wheels so it’s easy for talent to move 
around without lifting the gear.


• Plug and Play. Just connect the camera to the 
outlet and it will turn on it self ready for us to 
remote control. (make sure cables are also 
plugged in to laptop and that laptop is 
connected to WIFI)
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Slider
Our slider package can carry any of our 
cameras with either EF or PL mount lenses.


The slider is extremely light and adds 
almost no weight to the standard camera 
package. And just like the other setups, this 
one is on wheels as well in order to make it 
easy for talent to roll around.


The slider can be controlled remotely and if 
talent has slow internet that would make it 
hard for us to control a small remote control 
is sent with it so talent can dial it in super 
easy with out direction over zoom.
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Lights
Our kits come with 2 sets of Colorspike lights. These 
are battery colored LED lights that are small and light 
but outputs a strong and beautiful light. Each light 
has 2 barn doors so we can control the spill.


In order two give out even more light we’ve stack 
each light so that there are 2 lights per stand.


We deliver the lights preset to the DP’s instruction 
but we can control the lights virtually if needed.


Features 

• Colorspike’s high power rgb leds and 16-bit color 
processing produce millions of colors with full 
Hue, Saturation and Brightness control.


• With 96+ CRI and adjustable color temperature, 
Colorspike boasts clean bright white light at an 
impressive 1400lux/m per light.


• Each light comes on a stand with wheels for ease 
to roll around.
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Wireless 
Lav Mic 
recording
We record and monitor loss less wireless 
audio during the shoot.


Talent Mic themselves up with a tiny 
wireless lav mic and the audio is being 
streamed on our end where we can record 
loss less WAV files making your footage 
come with a professional sound.

Included with every package
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Laptop
Every camera comes with a laptop allowing 
us to remotely monitor and control the 
camera.


It is placed on top of a music stand and 
wheels to make it easy for talent to roll 
around.


Cables from the camera are labeled and 
talent silky have to plug in the cables put 
the laptop onto their WIFI and we take 
control.

Included with every camera
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Lens Mounts
The cameras comes with a standard EF mount 
allowing us to pull focus and set aperture remotely.


Upon request we can change the mounts to PL or 
MFT so that other lenses can be attached such as 
high end cine lenses.


Please note that there is a focus/aperature limitation 
when using PL cinema lenses. Either talent has to 
pull focus and set aperture them selves (with out 
guidance) OR we can attach wireless focus wheel 
and have the AC (dropping off gear) pull focus from 
outside.

Upon Request

PL Lenses

EF Lenses




